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Welcome to the latest edition of our weekly newsletter.   

 

Firstly, thank you  Parents and Carers for your continued support with ensuring 

your child is undertaking their two weekly COVID home test,  uploading the result 

to the www.gov.uk/report-covid19-result and on their year group Google Class-

room page. Unfortunately, we have seen a slight decrease in the numbers of stu-

dents undertaking their tests, which could potentially put  other members of our 

school and wider community at risk. If your child for any  reason has been identi-

fied as a close contact of someone who has tested  positive and is required to 

test daily, then please ask them to collect additional test kits from the school 

office. 

 

Secondly,  well done to all our students who, since the start of September, have either achieved a ‘Subject of the Week Award’, 

‘Student of the Week Award’ or a bronze, silver or gold achievement award. The names of these students are updated weekly 

on our school website. We currently have two students, one in Year 10 and the other student in Year 11, who are very close to 

receiving their ‘Platinum Award’. This is awarded for achieving 900 or more positive achievement SIMs since the 1st April 

2019.  So best of luck to Ali Kamaly and Connor Gaughan.  

 

Finally, Free School Meals – parents are strongly encouraged to register for Universal Free School Meals.   If you have a child/

children in years 7 – 13, and you are eligible for free school meals, you are advised to make an application to the Southend-on-

Sea Local Authority. The school offers a cashless service, so any free school meal allowance is automatically applied to a child’s       

account on a daily basis without any other students knowing. 

Please use the link below to see if you are eligible for Free School Meals.  This link can also be found here on our school web-

site or via the Local Authority page: 

https://www.southend.gov.uk/help-costs/free-school-meals-1  

Mr. Micek, Executive Headteacher 

 

 

                  

              KEEPING UP WITH 

THE JONESES   



Careers provision at Cecil Jones Academy : 

Every month, make sure you read  the Cecil Jones Academy IAG and careers bulletin on the website or Google      

Classroom: 

https://www.ceciljonesacademy.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/IAG-Careers-Bulletin-Jan-2022.pdf 

 

Unifrog 

Students in Year 7-9 have all been signing into their Unifrog accounts in computing lessons this week. 

https://www.unifrog.org/sign-in 

Unifrog is a careers platform where students can take 2 personality tests which then provide them with a list of jobs 

or work sectors they may be interested in.  

Our students have really enjoyed taking these quizzes and finding out about a wide variety of employment options 

available to them.  

Our students have said; 

Unifrog is great, I really enjoyed finding out about jobs I’ve never even heard of before 

I love that it tells you the grades and qualifications you need for each job and what university course. It also tells 

you how much you may earn which I really like  

 

It has helped me think about the subjects I need to take at GCSE to reach a career I like  

 

Students can also sign up to webinars like the one below; 



Year 10 Business Studies: 

Students were working hard trying a variety of snacks and evaluating their quality. Are the dearest products truly the 

best?  Students wrote up their evaluations with interesting findings. Cheap is not always bad! You could save money on 

shop brand products and not lose out on quality. Sadly the cheap tortilla chips didn't fair so well! 

English work: 

Students were asked to explore how Dickens uses the ghosts to help Scrooge change his attitudes and behaviour. 

Melissa Amfo 10X1 

Throughout Dickens allegorical novel  ‘A Christmas Carol’ (written in the 19th Century) the ghosts are used to change the mis-

anthropic and avaricious character of Scrooge.  Dickens uses them to help move the story forward yet still teaches the reader 

to be aware of their own actions. 

At the start of this political diatribe, Scrooge’s redemption begins with the introduction of the ghost of Scrooge’s former busi-

ness partner, Jacob Marley.  He is introduced to warn Scrooge of the events yet to come.  Marley informs Scrooge that he 

must change his actions as Marley’s own sinful actions have resulted in eternal punishment, and he must ‘wear the chain he 

forged in life’ thus informing the reader of the consequence of his sinful and rapacious actions which resulted in purgatory.  

The pronoun ‘I’ shows that Marley understands this punishment was solely his fault adding that he wears the chain of ‘his 

own free will’. This moralistic exchange between the ghost and Scrooge informs Scrooge that the length and weight of 

Scrooge’s own metaphorical chain of evil was as ‘full and heavy’ ‘seven Christmas eves ago’ showing Scrooge’s growing sins 

and the need for his redemption. 

 

Jake Boreham 7X1 

Creative Writing – A Crocodile Attack 

Innocent holds on tightly, fear in his eyes, waves crashing against his vulnerable body.  His fingers slowly started to release - 

they were giving in. I watched the other figure stare soullessly into his desperate eyes.  

Closing his eyes, he thought ‘This is the end’.  

Dark shadows lurked beneath the water, spying on them. His screams turn into gurgles as liquid fills his lungs.  



Year 7 Music: 

7S have been learning about families of instruments in an orchestra. They have been working on the piano piece “Ode to 

Joy” for this half term’s assessment, so Mrs Langdon decided to test their skills and have the class play it on tuned              

percussion instruments called Boom Whackers. They worked really well as a team to produce a great alternative version 

of the classic! 

Year 9 and 10 Mental Health event—write up by Emma Taylor Year 10 

On Monday a theatre group came in to give us a performance about mental health. The group was amazing! The way the 

actors came in and out of character was really inspiring and one day I would love to be like them. It was very educational at 

the same time as being fun to watch and had audience participation. The message was conveyed well and is such an               

Important issue. It really was amazing. 



If you have been following our darkroom progress, this is the moment we’ve all been waiting for: enlarging and printing an 
image! If you’ve only just joined us, let me recap: 
 
Two Year 12 students, Grace and Vrisha, have taken home 35mm manual cameras to capture photographs to be hand-
developed and enlarged right here at the Academy. Without the safety blanket of a digital camera screen, our two Year 12s 
had to place trust in their photographic skills– ensuring that just enough light was allowed in for the appropriate amount of 
time– camera basis: aperture and shutter speed. This was the real deal– no point-and-shoot cameras here. Our students had 
successfully processed their negatives by hand and let them dry straight; they produced their contact sheet to annotate their 
best shots… 

… and now have completed a test strip to see how long the enlarger’s aperture has to be on for. The two prints you can see 
here show just that and is best illustrated by the slightly more contrasted print to the right. The smaller print shows a           
graduation of tone– that’s a test strip. Darkroom enlargers also have apertures; the negative’s tonality will determine how 
long the enlarger exposes the light-sensitive paper. By producing a test strip (in this case, 5 second increments for 30 seconds), 
the photographer is able to figure out the best time to expose their print. In Grace’s case, it was 17 seconds; for Vrisha is was 
20. 



Student reading recommendation: 

Noughts and Crosses by Malorie Blackman 

I’m reading this for English but I really like it. It has a good storyline and reminds me of a  

modern Romeo and Juliet. 

Lilly Denton 9C 

Book Reviews 

Do you have a favourite book? 

Write a review of your favourite 

book or any book you have enjoyed 

and have it published here. 

Accelerated Reader Year Group 

Totals so far... 

Year 7 have read -  

22,741,426 words 

Year 8 have read -  

12,994,271 

Book of the Week 

What is a terrorist? A shocking, moving and timely novel about the 
choices that shape us. Rico knows trouble. He knows the look of it 
and the sound of it. He also knows to stay away from it as best he 
can. Despite his efforts to stay on the right side of the law, Rico is 
angry and frustrated at the injustices he sees happening at home 
and around the world. He wants to do something - but what? 
When he is approached by Speech, a mysterious man who shares 
Rico's hacktivist interests, Rico is given the perfect opportunity to 
speak out. After all, what harm can a peaceful cyber protest do...? 
From the bestselling author of REFUGEE BOY comes a powerful 
novel about justice, trust and idealism gone wrong that will make 
you look again at your definition of a terrorist.



KS3 students have been making tomato or green pesto sour dough swirls. The smell and taste were as good as 

they look! 

A parent session will be held on 3 February at 6pm on Facebook Live. Anyone wishing to attend 

will need to go to The 2 Johns EST Safety Facebook page. Please share with colleagues, across 

your networks and with any parents you are working with. You can also like and share the ESCB 

Facebook page which regularly promotes these type of events. 

ESCB Learning and Development  



Cecil Jones Sixth Form….  

We Connect the Dots to Your Future!  

What’s happening this week? 

We have been busy in the Sixth Form area this week – all UCAS applications have been completed and sent, Year 13 are 

waiting patiently for their university offers to come through. In the meantime, they need to focus on revising to ensure that 

they gain the grades required. 

The National Citizen Service -NCS, delivered an enrichment session on mental health to the whole cohort. The students 

were encouraged to explore how to see themselves e.g. if you were an animal, which animal would you be? I would be a 

bubble bee, buzzing around being busy. What would you be? The students learnt lots of insightful information regarding 

mental health, how to support others and how to access support if they require it.  

The students are able to approach a member of the Sixth Form team for any help, support or advice they may need. Other 

supportive organisations include:  

NCS - https://wearencs.com/  

Samaritans -  www.samaritans.org or call 116 123 
Young Minds -  https://www.youngminds.org.uk/  

Student progress:  

My Bus Journey – from here to home!   

The photography students were given a 35mm camera with a film inside, to take photographs of their choice. Vrisha Shah 

took pictures of snap shots when the bus stopped on her journey home, she had to wind the camera each time, which she 

found to be a challenge. Grace Gee took pictures along the cliff top and seafront. The negatives were removed in the dark 

room with only two red lights to be able to see what they were doing. From there they used the cut film from the roll onto 

light save paper and use a machine to flash light onto the paper for a couple of seconds. They then used three different 

trays with processing chemicals to develop the pictures, at the end they used water bath in the sink to make it save. Below 

you can see the final outcome:    



Revision Ready! Join the online revision    
sessions for Year 13 
 
Made Training are delivering for FREE online revision sessions via Zoom 
for students in Years13. 

 
 
 
To help prepare you for your exams, Make Happen have teamed up with Made Training to 
offer you a workshop to equip you with revision tips and techniques. 
The workshop will take place on Wednesday 23 March 2022.  
You will learn the following (and more!) 

• How to condense your information and create cue cards 

• How to use mnemonic and spatial memory techniques 
How to use spaced learning strategies to beat procrastination, increase productivity 

and enable knowledge mastery 

Workshops take place via Zoom;  
Year 13 students – Wednesday 23 March 2022 at 4.30pm – 5.30pm session sign up 
here: https://www.makehappen.org/event/revisionready/  
Sign up this week so that you do not miss out on this great opportunity. Students are 
welcome to remain in school to complete this Zoom session.  



Career Ready: 

Congratulations to the following year 12 students: 

Alice Lind O’Mara, Ayesha Kamaly, James Boyce, Kaydy George, Millie Madden, Sadiyah 

Hussain, Sherie Corney, Vicki Masunda 

Yaseen Haque, Zuzanna Kaleta and Tia Porter. 

All have been secured a place on the prestigious Career Ready programme and will attend 

an Icebreaker event on Monday 31st January, where they will be matched to a mentor from 

the world of work who will act as a source of support and guidance as they develop their skills for career success. 

The Career Ready Programme offers students the opportunity of rewarding future. They offer a 360 degree employability     

programme, providing  personal and professional  development through mentoring, master classes and real experiences of  the 

workplace, where they will  acquire the skills and confidence to prepare for  the for the world of work.  

All applicants on this journey will have to chance to complete a paid internship to gain vital workplace experience, develop new 

skills and build a professional network. 

This is excellent news as part of our successful post 16 enrichment programme. 

 

Online event: 

Our Student Council in Years 7 - 10 were inspired to be the next generation of Ministers as they took part in an online guided 
tour of the Houses of Parliament. The session allowed students to learn the history of the building and the UK political system 
and the different aspects of the Houses of Parliament. Students were then given the opportunity to ask questions regarding 
careers, the creation of laws in the UK and the different roles within Parliament.  
 
We hope we are creating and inspiring future world leaders, so once tours to London's Houses of Parliament are open, we plan 
to give our students the opportunity to visit for themselves and experience sitting in the House of Commons just like Boris 
Johnson! 
 
 



https://www.makehappen.org/event/family-lego-space-challenge/ 








